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We acknowledge that the Kemptville Campus is located on the
unceded, traditional Algonquin territory of the Anishinaabe people. The
Campus also acknowledges that we share the land of the Mohawk
territory of the Haudenosaunee / Rotinonhsho’n:ni people.
We respect both the land and the people of this land including all
Indigenous people who have walked in this place.
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INTRODUCTION AND SITE CONTEXT I COMMUNITY OF KEMPTVILLE

INTRODUCTION AND SITE CONTEXT I CAMPUS REGIONAL CONTEXT
towards ottawa

This document constitutes the first campus-wide master plan prepared for the Kemptville
Campus Education and Community Centre (KCECC) and provides a vision, guidelines, and
direction for the future development of the Campus. While the master plan will guide decision-making primarily related to buildings, land use, open space, natural areas, transportation, and infrastructure it will also have a significant influence on the operations of the
Campus and the experience of users and visitors. This plan will be a primary tool for the
implementation of the Campus’ Business Plan and Strategic Plan. Fulfilling the mandate
of the Campus organisation it is intended to provide a 10-year planning horizon, with some
longer-term considerations.

This plan is organised into six parts including this section:

• The provincial and municipal land use planning framework;

• The Campus’s setting and its relationship to its immediate neighbours, the community of
Kemptville, and the broader Municipality; and
• Socio- economic and environmental change that may impact future development and programming.
WHY NOW?
Formerly operated as part of the University of Guelph, in 2014 the University announced they
would no longer offer academic and research programming at the Campus, and the Province
of Ontario began the process of examining options for the future of the Campus resulting in
the Province entering into negotiations with the Municipality North Grenville to transfer the
Campus to the Municipality with the eventual goal of turning the Campus into an educational
and multi-purpose community hub for Eastern Ontario. In 2018, this transfer was completed
with the Municipality establishing an arms-length governing body to oversee the operations
and management of the Campus. In support of the Campus, a Strategic Plan and Business
Plan were prepared, each of which have identified the development of a master plan as a key
priority moving forward.
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• Vision – provides an overview and discussion of the overall design vision of the Campus
layout and how it relates to the Campus’ organisational pillars of education and learning;
health and wellness, and economic development.

• Master Plan – the heart of this document, this section details the master concept plan
and outlines the plan’s six ‘big moves’ or initiatives that will reshape the physical layout of
the Campus and introduce new programming, partnership, and business opportunities for
the Campus.
• Stepping Stones – this section details the implementation strategy of the master plan
and its initiatives including a high-level schedule for implementation over a 10 year period
and beyond.
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• Planning Principles – planning principles establish the underlying direction that guide
the development the master concept plan and will guide future implementation focusing
on eight key areas of: promoting tourism and economic development; showcasing culture
and natural heritage; creating a community hub; learning as a way to explore the Campus;
enhancing the Campus’ features and assets; creating a welcoming Campus; implementing
sustainability; and creating a four season destination.
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This includes significant population centres such
as the Cities of Ottawa, Gatineau, and, Kingston,
as well as mid-sized population centres including
the Cities of Cornwall and Brockville. Well served
by Highway 416, the Campus is also accessible
from outside the region by nearby rail and air
connections in Ottawa.
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• Current uses and physical layout of the Campus;
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• Existing commitments, initiatives, and policies;
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At a high-level, the master plan is a foundational element of the development of the Campus
and its renewed mandate. It establishes a blue print for the physical evolution of the Campus
responding to current needs and issues and identifying future opportunities and directions
that will both contribute to the physical development and redevelopment of the Campus, as
well as the viability of Campus operations over the long-term. Many factors provide additional
context and set parameters for this master plan, including:

• Introduction & Site Context – provides an introduction to the Campus lands and their
local and regional context as well as the major components that make up the Campus
lands and buildings. It summarizes and complements the extensive background review
and public consultation conducted through the master planning exercise.

• Brandscaping – this section speaks to the initial growth and development of the Campus and the establishment of a new relationship between the community and the Campus
through programming and the development of ‘brand’ for the Campus through small scale
temporary interventions, events, and programming, allowing the community to become
introduced or re-introduced to the Campus.

The Campus is located in Kemptville, Ontario
a community within the Municipality of North
Grenville in the United Counties of Leeds and
Grenville, located approximately 55 km south of
the City of Ottawa and 40 km north of the U.S.
border at Prescott, Ontario and Ogdensburg, New
York. Within 100 km (or approximately an hours’
drive to the Campus) there is a population base
of approximately 1.6 million people (excluding the
United States).
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INTRODUCTION AND SITE CONTEXT I CAMPUS REGIONAL PARKS & TRAILS

INTRODUCTION AND SITE CONTEXT I CAMPUS LOCAL CONTEXT
CAMPUS LOCAL CONTEXT
With a population of approximately 4,000,
Kemptville is the largest community in North
Grenville. The community serves a local service
centre for both North Grenville and the immediate
rural area with a sizeable range of commercial and
institutional offerings including and a full-service
hospital. The residential areas of the community
are generally located in the south and east. A
historic commercial downtown is found along
Prescott Street in the vicinity of Kemptville Creek,
while a significant ‘large-format’ commercial
development is located at the adjacent to the
interchange of Highway 416 and County Road 43.
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Within Kemptville, the Campus is located
approximately 1.5 km south of the downtown at
the southern periphery of the community. East of
the site a cluster of residential and commercial
buildings along Prescott St. as well as the
University of Guelph’s former Research Station.
To the west is an easte-lot residential subdivision.
Immediately north is Kemptivlle District Hospital
and the Kemptville urban area, while to the
south lies a Canadian Pacific Railway line and an
expansive rural area.
This diagram illustrates the campus in its
relationship to other hubs and sectors in the
community
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The agricultural lands within the Campus represent
a large part of the site’s total area. These fields are
classified as Prime Agricultural Lands and contribute
to shaping the Campus landscape and are a
reminder of the Campus’ rich agricultural heritage.
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WETLANDS
Several areas of the site are unevaluated wetlands
of swamp and meadow marsh in the centre west
portion of the main block. They are primarily
deciduous and adjacent to the sugar maple forest.

bedell road
FORES
T
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The nut grove consists of a small plantation of diverse
nut bearing trees found adjacent to the wetlands and
sugar maple forests. Developed during the years the
college was in operation, this plantation is a unique
cultural and natural landscape on the Campus.

The Campus has between 25 and 30 acres of
maples, which can produce up to 1,000 litres of
maple syrup annually.
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The presence of large green spaces within the site
are typical of many North American post-secondary
institutions (particularly those that developed in the
post-war period). The large park-like setting offers a
unique character and buffers the Campus from the
community and the surrounding roads.

WOODED AREA
Wooded areas on the Campus cover a majority of
the site and provide a buffer around the central
meadow marsh as well as shade and significant
amenity all around the Campus.
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THE VISION I

THE VISION I THE PILLARS
EDUCATION & LEARNING

The Campus’ 2018 Strategic Plan establishes the organisational vision for the Campus, built around 3 pillars of
education and learning, health and wellness, and economic development embedded in the underlying theme of
climate change resilience. The vision for this master plan is flows out of these pillars.

HEALTH & WELLNESS

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

ORGANISATIONAL PILLARS
As a former college campus, the concepts of education and
training are inextricably linked to the Campus through its
site layout, architectural styles, building typologies, and the
facilities found on site. Today the Campus continue to play
an important role in providing both primary and secondary
education in Kemptville and North Grenville.

CLIMATE CHANGE RESILIENCY

EDUCATION &
LEARNING

HEALTH &
WELLNESS

ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

However, education and training opportunities are not
restricted to just the four walls of a classroom, and this
plan takes a broad view of education and training seeking
to incorporate this pillar of the Campus throughout the
Campus lands from its workshops and R&D facilities; to its
agricultural operations and working landscapes; to its sports
fields; to its nature features and areas.

VISION
As the Campus embarks on a new era and mandate, still rooted in almost two centuries of agricultural tradition,
the Kemptville Campus will redefine its relationship with its history and environment as it evolves into a new green
community hub and destination. It will encourage new opportunities for learning and discovery and will involve the
community in creating a space that incorporates innovative initiatives and promotes healthy and sustainable land use.
In an evolving world, and in keeping with its traditions, the Kemptville Campus will celebrate its agricultural heritage
and as it adapts to new realities and opportunities.

PLANNING DIRECTIONS
PROMOTING
TOURISM & ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
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SHOWCASING
CULTURAL & NATURAL
HERITAGE
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CREATING
A COMMUNITY HUB

LEARNING AS A WAY
TO EXPLORE THE SITE

ENHANCING EXISTING
CAMPUS ASSETS

CREATING A
WELCOMING CAMPUS

IMPLEMENTING
SUSTAINABILITY

CREATING A
FOUR-SEASON SITE

In particular, the Campus presents an exceptional opportunity
to explore the new sustainable relationships between
agriculture, the environment, and urban development.

The Campus’ pillar of health and wellness touches on
a variety of concepts including individual physical and
mental health; ecological and environmental health; and
the social and civic health of the community. Currently this
pillar is primarily implemented through the recreational
opportunities provided on site including the existing trails,
sports fields, and indoor recreational facilities at the WB
George Centre.
This plan seeks to build on, and enhance, existing
programming and facilities that promote healthy lifestyles
and to also provide opportunities for community building
to support the social and civic health of Kemptville
and North Grenville. Additionally, this plan seeks to
support environmental and ecological health through the
enhancement of the site’s natural features and areas.

The organisational pillar of economic development ensures
the viability of Campus operations but is also intended to
see the Campus bring new and added value to Kemptville
and North Grenville by providing employment, business
development, and tourism opportunities. In its former life
as a college campus, the site was one of North Grenville’s
largest employers and economic generators, as the
current home to local schools, provincial ministries, small
businesses, and the Kemptville Live music festival, the
Campus continues to be home to many important employers
and a major tourism draw for the Municipality.
Implementing the pillar of economic development in this
plan seeks to reinforce and strengthen the Campus as a
major economic driver of the North Grenville economy and
a major source of employment. It also seeks to help identify
and incorporate new and emerging business opportunities
that form the ‘next generation’ of a resilient and sustainable
economy.

IMPLEMENTING THE PILLAR

IMPLEMENTING THE PILLAR

IMPLEMENTING THE PILLAR

• Support and enhance the Campus’ role in providing primary
and secondary educational opportunities;
• Align education and training opportunities with existing and
future Campus programming;
• Use site’s agricultural assets and heritage as learning
opportunities to develop and demonstrate innovative and
sustainable agricultural practices; and,
• Use the site’s environmental features and areas as
research opportunities and opportunities to explore new
methods low impact development.

• Maintain and enhance both passive and active recreational
opportunities on the Campus including sports facilities and
recreational trails;
• Provide a range of opportunities and spaces for public
gathering and social interaction;
• Protect and enhance the site’s natural features and areas
and allowing for people to connect and commune with
nature; and
• Reinforce the Campus’ role as a steward of its natural
features and areas.

• Develop the Campus as a unique ‘destination’ that will
attract both residents and visitors from outside the
community to Kemptville and North Grenville;
• Support and enhance existing tourism opportunities on
the Campus including special event space and hospitality
offerings;
• Use the Campus’ unique facilities and spaces as a way of
building its identity and ‘brand’; and
• Build upon the Campus’ agricultural heritage an economic
and tourism driver.

RELEVANT PLANNING DIRECTIONS

RELEVANT PLANNING DIRECTIONS

RELEVANT PLANNING DIRECTIONS

•
•
•
•
•

Creating a Community Hub
Learning as a Way to Explore the Site
Enhancing Existing Campus Assets
Creating a Welcoming Campus
Implementing Sustainability

•
•
•
•
•

Creating a Community Hub
Creating a Welcoming Campus
Learning as a Way to Explore the Site
Enhancing Existing Campus Assets
Implementing Sustainability

•
•
•
•
•

Promoting Tourism & Economic Development
Creating a Community Hub
Creating a Welcoming Campus
Creating a Four Season Site
Showcasing Cultural and Natural Heritage
Kemptville Campus, Kemptville, ON
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THE VISION I INSPIRATION

THE VISION I INSPIRATION

WELLBEING

LIFESTYLE CROPS AGROTOURISM
DEVELOPMENTFUTURE ECOLOGICAL
LEISURE

ACCESSIBLE

ENVIRONMENT

NATURE

INNOVATIVE

TOURISM

DISCOVER SPORTS
FESTIVAL

EXPERIENCE

VISION

LEARNING

HEALTH

AGRICULTURE

HERITAGE

WELLNESS FIRST NATIONS
SUCCESS SUSTAINABILITY

UNIQUE

HUB KEMPTVILLE ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES
HERITAGE INSPIRE TEACHING LANDSCAPE

CULTURE CAMPUS
EXPLORE
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BRANDSCAPING I GUIDELINES

BRANDSCAPING I GUIDELINES

The first step to long-lasting change is engaging with the community to encourage community
ownership of the Campus and facilitate a dialogue between the Campus and the community.

As a process, the master plan does not need to begin with major capital works projects or design
interventions. It can and should begin with smaller scale projects intended to introduce or re-introduce
the Campus to the community and potential visitors. These temporary interventions on the Campus can
also be used to help prototype and test potential permanent interventions and longer-term programming
on the site while helping to build an identity and ‘brand’ for the Campus as an organisation. These
interventions and events should:
•

The success of the Campus will be measured by the people who will benefit from it. Engaging
with users early on in the evolution of the Campus allows community members to discover
or rediscover the Campus and helps the Campus understand the community’s needs and
expectations.
Using flexible and short-term projects can allow the community to advance their longer-term
ideas and goals for the Campus. This approach allows for community-driven design using shortterm, low-cost, scalable and tested interventions that can transform public space into a truly
community driven hub.

•
•
•

Encourage a change in the way the public and visitors think about the Campus, and challenge their
assumptions;
Be used to prototype solutions for longer term planning and programming on the Campus;
Be designed as a short-term commitment with realistic expectations; and
Develop social capital and the relationship between the Campus and the public.

IDENTIFYING AN INTERVENTION, EVENT OR PROGRAMME
When exploring or deciding to embark on a temporary project, festival, or programme the following
should guide their development:
•
•
•
•
•

The initiative should be directly or indirectly tied to the Campus pillars and / or the planning
directions of the master plan (i.e. farmers markets, agricultural demonstration projects, educational
events, recreational events, etc.).
Initiatives should seek to take advantage of all four seasons (i.e. harvest dinners or dances in fall;
snow sculpture displays in winter; fun runs and races in spring; horticultural exhibits in summer;
etc.).
There is no need to overthink an idea or programme. Ideas should be vetted through a few simple
principles including applicability to Campus pillars, inclusiveness, and accessibility.
Campus partners and supporters should be solicited for their ideas and for assistance in running
initiatives.
Explore partnerships with community and business organisations for sponsorships and volunteers.

HOSTING AN EVENT OR PROGRAMME

IDEAS

When implementing a temporary project, festival, or programme the following should guide their
implementation:

LEARN

BUILD

•
•
•

COMMUNITY
DRIVEN DESIGN

•
•
•

DATA

PROJECT

•

EVALUATE

The initiative or experience should be designed surprise and delight the senses through colour and
materials choice, vegetation / planting, and subject matter.
Do not overly curate or sanitize interventions (like public art). Events and interventions should be
flexible and facilitate spontaneity and human interaction.
Activate space with very small events and installations of a few square metres that engage visitors
in intimate ways and create memorable moments for people (i.e. an opportunity for a family photo).
Allow larger events to create ‘crowds’ and clusters of activity.
Locate events in ways that require the public and visitors to explore and discover the Campus
grounds.
Think about entry sequences and how people arrive at an event or intervention. Special events
should have special entrance (i.e. meandering through a forest trail; a ride on a horse-drawn wagon;
walking down a torch lit path at night, etc.).
Encourage participants to link and post events to social media in real time to raise the profile of
the event and the Campus.

EVALUATING & MONITORING
Evaluating the success of a temporary intervention or programme does not need to necessarily rely on
metrics such as attendance numbers or revenue streams. Developing exit surveys, or soliciting social
media reviews, can help the Campus and event organizers understand what worked, what did not, or
what may need improvement.
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BRANDSCAPING I PRECEDENTS

BRANDSCAPING I PRECEDENTS

COMMUNITY GARDENS & PLAZA
LOCAL PRODUCE MARKETS

Les Jardins Gamelin is a programmed
public gathering space near Downtown
Montreal.

The Northern Markets are two
neighbourhood markets in Montreal
North that aim to improve and diversify
the food supply of fresh and affordable
products in an existing ‘food desert’.
These markets are a great way of
occupying a large outdoor space by
injecting fun activities that encourage
social encounters and economic
development. A simple materials and
colour palette, along with affordable
planting materials are both economical
and visually cohesive.

The unprogrammed square at Place
Émilie- Gamelin has been refurbished
into a large public terrace framed
by urban agriculture demonstration
projects and using recycled materials
as seating and table space. The
creation of a café/restaurant/bar in
shipping containers makes it possible
to bring a commercial aspect to
the centre of this square, while a
temporary round stage has been set
up to offer a place for cultural events.

AGRICULTURE THEMED ART

JARDINS GAMELIN, MONTRÉAL, QC - PÉPINIÈRE & CO

Pays’Art is an agriculture-themed
artistic circuit that allows visitors to
discover the agricultural landscapes of
the Charlevoix Region of Quebec and
the farmers that farm the land.

EDUCATIONAL COMMUNITY
GARDENS
The community gardens at Place
Virage in the University of Montreal’s
Science Complex integrate community
gardens that allowed the users to plant
and grow fruits in vegetables. The site
is also used as a platform for teaching
the community about sustainable
urban agriculture and farming
techniques, as well as food security
and local food distribution.

Through Pays’Art, visitors are able
to
appreciate
ephemeral
and
original artistic installations, created
specifically for each of the sites while
gaining a deeper understanding of the
region’s agricultural heritage.

COMMUNITY GARDENS, CAMPUS MIL- MONTRÉAL, QC

PAYS’ART CIRCUIT UNIQUE - CHARLEVOIX, QC

STREET INSTALLATIONS

LANDSCAPE THEMED ART

While De Dijon Street in Montreal North
resembles a typical suburban street
most of the year, during the summer
months a section of the street adjacent
to a park and school is pedestrianised
and redeveloped into a fun, familyfriendly and inclusive space. With
the use of simple installations and
community involvement in the design
process, this street is transformed into
a community oriented and community
used space.

In “Rethinking the Rural: The Wilder
Shores of Contemporary Art,” Ian
Hunter suggests that there are five
main reasons why agriculture and rural
areas have come into the spotlight
as new zones for contemporary art.
Inspired by the Land Art Movement
and based on monumentalism of early
earthwork installations, these works
highlight the importance of global
environmental issues and policy, and
the influence of social art practices.
DIJON STREET, MONTRÉAL, QC - PÉPINIÈRE & CO
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LES MARCHÉS DU NORD - MONTRÉAL, QC

RE-INSTALLING RURAL- UNITED STATES

Kemptville Campus, Kemptville, ON
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BRANDSCAPING I PRECEDENTS

Judging Pavillion (now Purvis Hall), 1920s - Kemptville Campus

RURAL ART ROAD TRIP
Uncommon Common Art is an annual
cultural event that takes place in rural
Kings County, Nova Scotia.
Composed of outdoor public artworks
installed on woodsy hiking trails and
rocky beaches, the event brings all
types of art to the land, from conceptual
to craft-based arts, by artists both
local and international; emerging and
established. Art installations that
highlight less commonly visited places
and sites provides more insights into
their history and heritage.

LOCAL ARTS & CRAFTS
INSTALLATIONS
Barn quilts are 2.5 metre (and larger)
painted replicas of actual fabric quilt
blocks installed on barns. These art
peices draw attention to Canada’s
disappearing rural landscapes, timber
frame barns, and the family farm. They
typically tell a story brining visibility
and attention to unmarked historical
places often with a themed route,
leading visitors from one site to the
next, this rural eye candy is glimpsed
as people roll down rural routes.

24
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UNCOMMON COMMON ART - NOVA SCOTIA

ONTARIO’S BARN QUILT TRAILS - ONTARIO
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Sugar Maple Forest - Kemptville Campus
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PLANNING DIRECTIONS I

PLANNING DIRECTIONS I

PROMOTING TOURISM & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

CREATING A COMMUNITY HUB

Tourism promotion and economic development on the Campus will
be primarily focused around three broad themes: the preservation
and enhancement of the Campus’ buildings and facilities to house
both existing and future tenants (public & private); using the
Campus’ agricultural heritage, existing agricultural operations and
working landscapes as key driver of new opportunities; and exploring
opportunities to generate sustainable tourism opportunities in the
site’s natural features and areas. Scalability and feasibility will
be important components of this direction, as does ensuring that
initiatives are implemented in a way that builds the new identity and
overall brand of the Campus.

The concept of developing and operating a ‘community hub’ has
many different connotations and meanings both organisationally
and physically. In the context of creating a master plan for the
physical development and redevelopment of the Campus, the
creation of a community hub means the creation of opportunities
for community gatherings and spaces that support communitybased activities and programming. These can include everything
from large event spaces to intimate spaces for small groups to
gather and interact, both planned and impromptu. Additionally the
Campus boasts a number of well used and maintained buildings
that can additional support and host a wide variety of community
uses.

SPECIFIC DIRECTIONS
•
•
•
•

Explore local food production and distribution as an economic
generator;
Develop sustainable agri-tourism and rural ‘road-side’
attractions to create a tourism ‘destination’;
Develop environmental-sensitive eco-tourism attractions
within site’s natural features and areas; and,
Enhance existing spaces and facilities to create an attractive
location for businesses and organisations to locate.

SPECIFIC DIRECTIONS
•
•
•

Develop a central public space and gathering point on the
Campus to facilitate social interaction and host events;
Identify an appropriate and permanent event space to host
Kemptville Live and other large outdoor events; and,
Develop space to facilitate small moments and interactions
between small groups and families.

SHOWCASING CULTURAL & NATURAL HERITAGE

LEARNING AS A WAY TO EXPLORE THE SITE

The Campus is composed of a distinctive combination of
institutional architectural styles from the early to late 20th century
and is also home to a massive complex of environmentally sensitive
areas covering over one hundred hectares of land. These features
are truly unique assets that deserve both specialised attention and
sensitive interventions that will ensure they are able to continue
to provide value to the site and its operations. As a former college
campus, the Campus is well positioned to explore opportunities
to conduct sustainable agriculture and environmental sciences
research.

We also know that learning as a lifetime pursuit contributes to the
mental, physical, and social health of a community. The Campus’
varied landscapes and sectors provide opportunities for multiple
forms of both academic and experiential learning and provide
unique opportunities, particularly for educational tenants of the
Campus to incorporate innovative forms of learning and training into
their curricula. Exploring ways to incorporate learning and training
into the site carries on the academic heritage of the Campus and
reinterprets in for its new mandate and future.

SPECIFIC DIRECTIONS
•
•
•
•

28

Study and assess the condition of these features and develop
a plan for their preservation and enhancement;
Use these features as defining elements of the site’s brand
and identity;
Explore the adaptive reuse of underutilized buildings and
facilities as a means of ensuring their viability; and
Explore opportunities for sustainable agriculture and
environmental research and development

Kemptville Campus, Kemptville, ON

SPECIFIC DIRECTIONS
•
•
•
•

Use the site’s existing (and proposed) trail system as an
opportunity for experiential learning about ecology, biology,
and agriculture;
Promote the interaction between tenants (especially students)
and the environmental and agricultural facets of the Campus;
Build an educational narrative into interventions through
signage, programming, and displays; and,
Provide opportunities to develop educational programming in
the Campus’ environmental and agricultural features.

Kemptville Campus, Kemptville, ON
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PLANNING DIRECTIONS I

ENHANCING EXISTING ASSETS

IMPLEMENTING SUSTAINABILITY

The Campus contains many assets (both built and natural) that set
it apart and provide a truly unique identity and potential service
offering. It also contains massive open spaces and green spaces
that, while often picturesque, lack purpose and do not live up their
potential. As an evolving organisation and site, exploring ways to
enhance existing site features and spaces can provide feasible
and often lower cost opportunities to build identity and encourage
community involvement. It also demonstrates a commitment on
the part of the Campus organisation and Municipality to protecting
the public investment in the Campus.

Sustainability and climate change resiliency are the core themes
under which the Campus organisation has developed and must be
implemented with intention and coordination. The continuing global
climate crisis only adds urgency as our societies and economies shift
away from fossil fuels reliance, industrial agriculture practices, and
over consumption and waste. The Campus has chosen to become
a leader in North Grenville of the development of a sustainable
and resilient organisation, and interventions proposed through this
plan must genuinely integrate sustainability at all levels of their
development (both at the master plan and detailed design levels).

SPECIFIC DIRECTIONS

•

•
•
•
•

Study and assess the Campus’ infrastructure and develop a
feasible capital plan to improve Campus infrastructure;
Analyse unprogrammed green / open spaces to find ways
to enhance their role and value, both environmentally and
socially;
Explore public art and / or temporary art installations as ways
of visually enhancing and improving open spaces;
Explore naturalising un-needed open spaces and the edges of
environmentally sensitive areas with native plant materials to
promote biodiveristy and encourage pollinator species.

SPECIFIC DIRECTIONS

•
•
•
•

Explore opportunities to enhance multimodal access to the
Campus by limiting vehicular parking and access in the core
of the Campus and connecting the Campus to the wider
municipal trail system;
Conserve and enhance the natural areas and features of the
Campus to protect their ecological features and functions and
restore where possible;
Continue to explore the adaptive reuse of existing buildings and
facilities to reduce the need for investments in new buildings;
Provide opportunities to explore sustainable agricultural
practices and support a sustainable and local food supply.
interventions and programming; and
Develop an overall sustainability strategy for the Campus.

CREATING A WELCOMING CAMPUS

CREATING A FOUR SEASON SITE

The relationship between the Campus and the community has long
been characterised by the traditional ‘town and gown’ dichotomy, but
its renewed role as a community-based campus and organisation is
reflected by anything but that characterisation. Central to removing
this mindset is the creation of a welcoming site that is physical
open to, and encouraging of, community members and visitors use
of space and facilities. Creating a welcoming Campus also means
creating spaces that reflect the diversity of North Grenville and its
aspirations of being an inclusiveness and welcoming community.

Great public spaces are not just designed for sunny days in June but
are designed for use throughout the year and across all seasons.
Four-season spaces use both built form, the landscape, vegetation,
and other elements to ensure that spaces remain welcoming and
functional throughout the year. As a large, primarily outside space,
the Campus provides many four-season opportunities such as
festival space in spring and summer; colour walks and the harvest
in autumn; or cross-country skiing and the maple syrup harvest in
winter. Enhancing and building upon these types of four-season
activities can help maximise use of the Campus and create a fourseason destination for the community and visitors.

SPECIFIC DIRECTIONS
•
•
•
•
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Develop major entrances to the Campus with gateway features
that create a sense of arrival and welcome of the Campus;
Create public spaces that can accommodate a wide range
of events and programming to meet the diverse needs of the
local population;
Provide space for under-represented segments of the
community to take ownership of (i.e. gardens, landscape
features, public art, etc.); and
Ensure that the Campus is safe and accessible for members
of the community.
Kemptville Campus, Kemptville, ON

SPECIFIC DIRECTIONS
•
•
•
•

Develop and improve trail networks on the Campus for multiuse
throughout the year whether by foot, bike, skis, or sled;
Explore ways to ensure that specific public spaces (streets,
squares, plazas, etc.) can be used all year round with street
furniture, lighting, and weather protection elements; and
Develop a programme of outdoor activities and interventions
based around the seasons; and
Take advantage of both daytime and evening events and
interventions

Kemptville Campus, Kemptville, ON
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MASTER PLAN
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MASTER PLAN I THE BIG MOVES

N

N

P

1

Reconfiguration of traffic flow through the core of the Campus
buildings, limiting vehicular circulation and parking to the periphery
of the core will allow flexible and safe use of the rest of the site for
pedestrians and cyclists.

2

Creation of a central axis through the core of the Campus by way of
a public plaza and a shared street to create a central spine for the
Campus and transforms the core into a dynamic pedestrian oriented
space.

N

N

PEDESTRIAN PATHS THROUGH THE VILLAGE

VILLAGE SHARED STREET AND PUBLIC PLAZA

3

Develop a coordinated network of pedestrian paths throughout the
core of the Campus to transform the space into a people-friendly
place that encourages people to wander and discover the Campus
safely while creating sub-sectors in the heart of the Village.

GATEWAYS

A FOREST WONDERLAND

5

Build upon the exiting trails through the woodlands and connect these
trails to the larger municipal trail network while creating adventurebased programming and interventions under the tree canopy.

N

LIMIT VEHICULAR CIRCULATION AND PARKING

4

Identify and celebrate entry points to the Campus with distinctive and
unique interventions and structure that create a sense of welcoming
arrival and assist in navigating the Campus lands.

A SPACE FOR CELEBRATION

6

A MEDIATIVE OASIS

Develop a quiet meditative oasis amongst the wetland complex with
elevated trails and a focus on communing with nature and quiet
spaces for contemplation while protecting this sensitive nature
feature.

N

P

N

P

N

MASTER PLAN I THE BIG MOVES

7

Create a dedicated and expansive space to host large scale events
and festivals that would allow the Campus and the community to host
regional tourism draws against a backdrop of nature.

DEMONSTRATION AGRICULTURE & AGRI-TOURISM

8

Develop a highly visible space to create a significant agri-tourism
draw and sensory experience with an educational component that
would allow new forms of sustainble agriculture and agri-tourism to
be tested and explored.
Kemptville Campus, Kemptville, ON
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MASTER PLAN I OVERALL PLAN : SECTORS

MASTER PLAN I OVERALL PLAN
hwy 44
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MASTER PLAN I SECTOR 1: THE VILLAGE

MASTER PLAN I SECTOR 1: THE VILLAGE
The Village is the main activity hub of the Campus and
the location of the ‘developed’ area of the Campus. It
is the first sector visitors experience and its character
is defined by the presence of its institutional buildings
and a campus landscape composed of large mature
trees and wide open lawns and green spaces.

N
2
2

4
1

5

The proposed main entrance to the Village is located
on Concession Road. It will allow for vehicular
circulation to the main parking lots before becoming
a shared promenade highlighting adjacent buildings
and tied together with a series of crisscrossing paths
leading to the main Plaza. The Village will also be
the entry way to all other sectors on the Campus
(including the Farm, the Lawn, and the Fields) through
a network of paths for visitors to discover and enjoy.
OBJECTIVES

4

•

3

7
6
2

2

2

•

Showcase the architectural and landscape
heritage of the former agricultural college;

•

Create opportunities for economic development
through the adaptive reuse of buildings and
facilities;

•

Focus new development in this area of the
Campus to increase the mix of uses, but also to
ensure the development can be appropriately
accessed and serviced; and,

•

Create a pedestrian-friendly sector that
balances the needs of vehicular access and
other logistical considerations.

2

8

Create a community hub with a mix of tenants
and activities that create activity and attract
visitors;

INITIATIVES
1

Create a sense of arrival to the Campus the
creation of landmark gateways.

2

Design and implement a new circulation and
parking strategy that seeks to direct through traffic
and parking to the peripheries of the Campus.

3

Create a shared-street or promenade allowing
visitors to discover the Campus. The promenade
should be defined by a coordinated paved surface
treatment, street furniture, and site lighting.

4

Develop a series of secondary crisscrossing
paths to facility pedestrian circulation through the
Village core.

5

Maintain and enhance existing lawns, open
spaces, and mature trees on site with naturalised
landscaping.

6

Create a central plaza animated by a diversity
of activities all year round. Designed for large
gatherings, it should be defined by the presence
shade trees, street furniture, and ambiance
lighting.

7

Develop wayfinding at key points in the Village to
allow visitors to locate and explore other areas of
the Campus.

8

Develop a landmark interactive landscape feature
as a core Village experience for visitors such a
formal garden, maze, or labyrinth.

ENHANCE NATURAL FEATURES

THRESHOLDS
CRISCROSSING PEDESTRIAN PATHS

VILLAGE CORE

LABYRINTH

INN

KIDS PLAYGROUND
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MASTER PLAN I SECTOR 2: THE FIELDS

MASTER PLAN I SECTOR 2: THE FIELDS
The Fields are composed of the existing soccer
pitches which are an existing destination on the
Campus and are intended to be maintained in the
long term. Highly visible from the road and easily
accessible by both car and from the municipal trail
system, the Fields are intended to be improved with a
more formal entrance and access provided by shared
street and central plaza.

N
4

rth

gr

en

vil

le

rai
l

tra

•

Promote healthy lifestyles by offering sporting
venues and recreational (soccer, baseball,
football fields);

•

Build on the existing activity and animation of
the Fields to contribute to the Central Plaza; and

•

Provide immediate opportunities for the general
public to visit the Campus.

il

1

VOLLEYBALL

HOCKEY

INITIATIVES

1
2

1

Maintenance of the existing sports fields;

2

Transition space between the shared street and
sports fields with potential services (water, toilets,
tents, etc.);

5
3

Integrate the proposed Central Plaza for the
Village into the Fields to create a central meeting
point between these two sectors;

4

Create a formal entry point from the North
Grenville Rail Trail to the Fields;

5

Explore opportunities for 4-season sports with an
outdoor skating / hockey rink; and

6

Create a gateway from the Fields to the Forest
and Wetlands sectors.

3

6
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SPORTS FIELDS

OBJECTIVES

no

40

FRISBEE

FOOTBALL
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MASTER PLAN I SECTOR 3: THE FARM

MASTER PLAN I SECTOR 3: THE FARM
The lands adjacent to County Road 44 form a
highly visible sector of the Campus. These lands
are intended to be converted to a agri-tourism and
sustainable agriculture demonstration showcase
known as the Farm. This sector of the Campus is
intended to demonstrate a range of sustainable
agricultural activities that incorporate elements of
agriculture, research and development, and tourism
and provide an opportunity for local producers to
introduce visitors to their products and unique forms
of agriculture and speciality crops.

FRUIT PICKING

PUMPKIN FIELDS

SUNFLOWER FIELDS

N

A focus on colour, sustainable farming practices,
speciality agriculture, and visitor experience will
create a powerful and attractive landmark for the
Campus and a ‘day-trip’ tourism destination.

1

VINEYARDS

HOP FIELDS

OBJECTIVES
no

rth

3

2

gr

en

vil

le

rai
l

•

Promote new and diverse forms of sustainable
agriculture and allow local growers to experiment
with new product lines;

•

Create a bold road-side attraction and an
innovative agro-tourism destination; and

•

Preserve and enhance the existing nut grove
and demonstration forest adjacent to the
farmed lands.

tra

il

4

HORSE RIDING

BEE HIVES

INTITIATIVES
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1

Create an agri-tourism experience and destination
to attract visitors and tourists (i.e. berry-picking;
lavender fields; pumpkin picking; silviculture;
petting farms; horseback riding, etc).

2

Develop a sustainable agricultural demonstration
exhibit that allows local growers to experiment
and learn about new forms of agriculture (i.e.
vineyard, sunflower fields, lavender fields, etc.).

3

Preserve
and
enahance
the
existing
demonstration forest allowing visitors to learn
more about the species present and tree
preservation and conservation;

4

Create an additional connection and gateway to
the Campus from the existing North Grenville Rail
Trail.

LAVENDER FIELDS
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MASTER PLAN I SECTOR 4: THE FOREST

N

no

rth

MASTER PLAN I SECTOR 4: THE FOREST

gr

en

vil

le

rai
l

The expansive woodlands found throughout the
centre of the Campus’ are collectively known as the
Forest and will form a major focus of the master plan.
Covering a large portion of the site and containing
significant woodlands, the existing sugar bush,
and portions of the nut grove, the Forest offers
great potential for four season activities and new
woodland-based attractions that will allow visitors to
experience the woodlands in new and exciting ways
while learning about regional species and woodland
conservation and habitat protection.

tra

il

4

2
2

3

2

1

3
2

4

4

1

SUGAR SHACK
TREE CLIMBING

OBJECTIVES

3

2

GLAMPING AMENITIES

4

•

Showcase and celebrate the natural heritage of
the Kemptville Campus and its relationship with
the Forest and agro-forestry;

•

Teach visitors about the woodlands, regional
species, and habitat protection and restoration;

•

Identify and implement sustainable eco-tourism
opportunities; and

•

Preserve the integrity of the existing forest and
seek opportunities to enhance it.

5

CRITERIA
1

3
5

2
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Promote the existing sugar bush while developing
complimentary activities such as sugar tasting,
sleigh rides, value-added maple products,
creation of a sugar shack.
Develop and offer sustainable eco-tourism
opportunities such as ‘glamping’, zip-lining,
aerial parks / obstacle courses, etc.

3

Enhance and expand the existing trails through
the Forest with grading, ground cover, wayfinding
signage, and interpretive signage.

4

Develop four-season forest activities such as
snowshoeing, cross-country skiing, and iceskating trails.

5

Create connections in the Forest to the Wetlands
and the North Grenville Rail Trail.

CYCLING

WALKING TRAILS

BIRD WATCHING

ICE SKATING

CROSS COUNTRY SKIING
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MASTER PLAN I SECTOR 5: THE WETLANDS

MASTER PLAN I SECTOR 5: THE WETLANDS
Within the Forest there is a large unevaluated
wetland complex almost entirely hidden from
view by the Forest. This environmental feature
provides important ecological value to the Campus
and the region and requires special treatment
and consideration to ensure that any proposed
interventions respect this sensitive area. In keeping
with its sensitivity, the Wetlands offer great potential
to provide a quiet contemplative and meditative area
that provides users and visitors moments of quiet
reflection and an opportunity to learn about the role
of wetlands and the species that inhabit them.

VIEWPOINTS

BOARDWALK

N

OBJECTIVES
•

Preserve and enhance the ecological features
and functions of the Wetlands;

•

Provide areas of the Campus for quiet reflection
and meditation;

•

Teach visitors about the Wetlands, regional
species, and habitat protection and restoration;
and,

•

Identify and implement sustainable landscape
methods.

1

PATHS ALONG THE WETLANDS

INTEGRATED BENCHES
ACTIVITIES ALONG THE BOARDWALK

INITIATIVES
3
2
1

1

Develop an elevated trail / boardwalk network
in the Wetlands that is connected to the
wider Campus circulation network and the
Municipality’s trail system.

2

Create belvederes and small resting places to
allow visitors to sit, relax, and meditate.

3

Develop both wayfinding and interpretative
signage along the elevated trail / boardwalk
network.

1

2
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MASTER PLAN I SECTOR 6: THE LAWN

MASTER PLAN I SECTOR 6: THE LAWN
West of the Forest, along Concession Road sites an
expansive and picturesque field currently farmed
for cash crops that is isolated physically from the
core of the Campus by the Forest. While isolated
from the core of the Campus, it is easily accessed
on foot through an existing trail / access road and
is only 500 metres from the Village. The master
plan envisions this are to be developed as the Lawn,
a major flexible outdoor events space capable of
hosting large gatherings such as Kemptville Live and
other concerts or performances.

N

With loading and unloading provided easily via
Dickinson Trail and Concession Road visitors to the
Lawn would arrive through a short forest walk to
providing a dramatic sense of arrival into the open
space and public gathering spot.

2

FESTIVALS

CONCERTS

FOOD TRUCKS

OUTDOOR EVENTS

OBJECTIVES

2

•

Create a permanent outdoor event space
capable of housing large outdoor gatherings and
performances;

•

Provide additional tourism opportunities and
opportunities to support the performing arts;

•

Offer flexible and multifunctional outdoor space.

AMPHITHEATRE

INITIATIVES
1

Develop a serviced concert and performing arts
space.

2

Create a main pedestrian path and service road
connecting the Lawn, to the Village, parking areas,
and other amenities.

3

Integrate site servicing (lights, electrical, etc.) to
support performances;

4

Enhance buffers between
neighbouring properties;

5

Maintain Dickinson Trail as a service entrance for
the Lawn;

6

Create a naturally sloped amphitheatre that can
be adapted for different size venues year round.

4

6

3
1

5
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STEPPING STONES

STEPPING STONES I PHASING & IMPLEMENTATION
INTERPRETING THE MASTER PLAN
The Kemptville Campus Master Plan is a conceptual master
plan and demonstration of how the Kemptville Campus could
develop over the next decade or more, and its implementation
will take place as capital works programmes unfold, new
tenants and partners are identified, and as business cases
for certain interventions and initiatives are developed.
The master plan is designed with a significant amount of
flexibility that is intended to help the Campus respond to
changing economic, social, and environmental conditions
and to entertain a wide range of potential tenants and users
of the site. It is not intended to preclude the development
of other initiatives or interventions that are not currently
contemplated by the master plan but that may arise
from potential tenants, supporters, or partners including
occupancy or use of specific buildings and facilities or
business opportunities that may not directly align with the
goals and objectives of this plan.
DEVELOPING THE BIG MOVES & OTHER INITIATIVES
The plan’s major components have been organized as 8 ‘Big
Moves’ that should be undertaken as discrete projects, each
having their own requirements of: study, detailed design, and
construction.
The plan’s six sectors provide greater details on
implementation of the Big Moves with area specific
considerations (i.e. connection points, logistical mattes, etc.)
and programming associated with the Big Moves.
The development of noted programming such as performing
arts events, festivals, eco- and agri-tourism initiatives, aerial
parks, etc. require the identification of public or private sector
partners and the development of feasible business cases
and plans for their implementation.
REVIEWING THIS PLAN
This plan should be reviewed at regular intervals of 5 years to
ensure it is being implemented as originally envisioned and
to ensure that the proposed initiatives and interventions of
the plan are still relevant and applicable.
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Should the overall organizational direction of the Campus
change and new or revised business plans or pillars be
developed, the plan should be reviewed and revised to
ensure it is implementing the strategic direction of the
Campus organization.
TENANT SELECTION
While the master plan primarily focuses on the development
and redevelopment of the Campus lands, the use of the
various buildings will also play a defining role in the growth
of the Campus and its organisation. The intent of this master
plan is not to identify individual organizations and groups that
should be provided space on the Campus or the conditions
under which that space should be provided, as much of
this will be highly dependent on the demand for space from
potential tenants and partners, as well as the condition and
configuration of Campus buildings.
Notwithstanding this, given the mandate of the Campus
organisation as a broad community-based organisation, it
is important that the Campus takes an approach to tenant
selection that is consistent, transparent, and that supports
the viability of the Campus. To that end, the following criteria
has been developed to assist the Campus organisation
in identifying and selecting tenants and other users of the
Campus buildings:
•

•

•

Ideally the tenant / user should be directly or indirectly
related to the Campus’ three pillars of: education
and training; health and wellness; and economic
development. Major facilities and prominent buildings
should be reserved for tenants / users whose mandates
and operations are directly related to the pillars.
Prospective tenants / users should have corporate
policies in place that address sustainability or are able
to demonstrate that sustainability is a core part of their
operations or mandate.
Proposed uses that assist in diversifying the use of the
Campus and avoid the overconcentration of specific
users or types of uses should be preferred. To that end,
prospective tenants / users who propose unique or
‘destination’ uses that provide opportunities to attract
visitors and businesses from outside the community
should be preferred.

STEPPING STONES I PHASING & IMPLEMENTATION
•

•

Prospective tenants / users should demonstrate they
have a viable business case for their proposal. To that
end tenants / users should be able to pay rents and
fees to the Campus that will, at minimum, contribute to
covering the Campus’ operating and capital costs and
support the viability of the Campus organisation.
Tenants / users that partner with local institutions and
non-profits should be preferred, along with those whose
work supports the wellbeing and economic development
of indigenous communities, people with disabilities, or
other identifiable groups and minorities.

For large or prominent facilities, or where multiple parties
have expressed interest in a facility, the Campus should
encourage the development of a viable business plan or
create request for proposals (RFP) / expressions of interest
(EOI) to assist with the evaluation of the proposal.

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
The implementation of this master plan and its various
interventions and projects is expected to take place over
a planning horizon of 10-15 years and involve the Campus
organization, the Municipality, community groups, and
regional organizations. The implementation of the initiatives
of this plan has been organized with a view prioritizing
required background research and the development of
detailed plans along with brandscaping interventions to
help develop the relationship between the community and
the Campus and build the Campus’ profile, while larger
and more costly capital projects are prioritized later in the
implementation strategy to allow for budgeting, funding
applications, and the identification of partners and additional
revenue streams to be created. Implementation of this plan
will depend on programmes and resources from all levels of
government, including private sector and community, and will
require a phased process as outlined below.

•

•

Sustainability on the Campus involves many important
considerations, reducing carbon emissions and developing
renewable energy generation; supporting and enhancing
biodiversity; reducing / eliminating waste; and protection and
conversion of water resources.
As such at the outset of the implementation of the master
plan, it is recommended that the Campus undertake
the development of a sustainability strategy to guide
sustainability and resiliency efforts for both the physical
development and redevelopment of the Campus, as well as
Campus operations.

PHASE 1: LAYING THE FOUNDATION (YEAR 1-3)
•

Approval of the plan by the Campus and the establishment
of an implementation committee to identify partners,
funding, and initiate projects.

•

Undertake an infrastructure assessment and asset
management plan to assess the state of Campus
infrastructure and a replacement schedule.

•

Undertake the development of a Campus-wide
sustainability strategy to guide both the physical
development of the Campus as well as shape campus
operations.

•

•

Undertake a management plan for the woodlands and
wetlands located on the Campus, with a particular focus
on inventorying and developing a management plan for
all rare tree and plant species planted during the period
the Campus was operated as a college.
Commence discussions with Campus tenants and
school boards on the creation of the shared street and
public plaza, and the reconfiguration of parking area
and internal circulation. Subject to discussions, begin
reconfiguration with temporary measures (i.e. temporary
barriers and signage) to ‘test’ reconfiguration(s).

Undertake the development of detailed design plans
for shared street, public plaza, gateways, and internal
pathways along with costing and phasing plan coordinated with the Campus’ asset management plan.

PHASE 2: BUILDING PARTNERSHIPS & BRAND
(YEAR 4-6)
•

Continue to identify brandscaping interventions, and
seasonal programming to continuously build the profile
of the Campus and encourage its use by the community.

•

Commence programming of the ‘the Farm’ by identifying
potential agri-business / agri-tourism partners to operate
‘the Farm’ and begin developing a business plan.

•

Commence the planning and development of ‘the
Forest’ and ‘the Wetlands’ programming in consultation
with the Rideau valley Conservation Authority to upgrade
and expand trail networks within ‘the Forest’ and ‘the
Wetland’.

•

Develop Expression of Interest / Request for Proposal
for eco-tourism operators to programme and manage
suitable tourism operations that integrate into ‘the
Forest’ and ‘the Wetland’ and begin developing a
business plan.

•

Undertake a review of the master plan (year 5) to ensure
the document is relevant and reflective of the direction
of the Campus. Update as necessary.

DEVELOPING A SUSTAINABLE CAMPUS
As the Campus begins the process of implementing this plan
it is vital that the Campus focuses its attention on its role
as stewards of the environment and its role as a community
leader in sustainable development. To that end, the
Campus and campus operations must be environmentally
sustainable and resilient in the face of the climate crisis. As
a flagship institution in North Grenville and Eastern Ontario,
it is imperative for the Campus to practice responsible
stewardship of its natural resources.

Undertake review of brandscaping interventions and
identify one to two programmes to implement on site
and identify partners to implement with the goal of
‘introducing / re-introducing’ the community to the
Campus.

•

Continue phase-in of detailed design plans for shared
street, public plaza, gateways, and internal pathways.

•

Commence discussions with Kemptville Live and identify
other festival / tourism promotors on the creation of ‘the
Lawn’.

•

Undertake consultations with the community and the
development of detailed design plans for ‘the Lawn’
along with costing and complete the project.

•

Undertake a review of the master plan (year 10) to
ensure the document is relevant and reflective of the
direction of the Campus. Update as necessary.

PHASE 3: GROWING THE VISION (YEAR 6-10+)
•

Begin phase-in of detailed design plans for shared
street, public plaza, gateways, and internal pathways.

•

Continue to identify brandscaping interventions, and
seasonal programming to continuously build the profile
of the Campus and encourage its use by the community.
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